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Joseph Louis d’Ortigue (1802-1866), a music critic in Paris beginning in 1829,
succeeded Hector Berlioz as a writer for the Journal des dèbats. He first published
writings on opera, but after 1840 because of a fascination with religious music, especially
chant, he devoted himself to the study of this genre, eventually undertaking his
Dictionnaire Liturgique, Historique et Théorique de Plain-Chant et de Musique d’église
au moyen age et dans les temps modernes (1854). For this work he commissioned
Théodore Nisard, also known as Abbé Théodule Elzéar Xavier Normand, a Belgian
organist and editor, to write a treatise on organ accompaniment of plain-chant.
Nisard discusses basic rules of contrapuntal accompaniment of plain-chant
according to theorists from earlier periods up to his present day. He includes numerous
musical examples that provide much information about different manners and concepts
for accompanying chant.
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PREFACE

Gregorian chant began and developed as an a cappella art, but for the past several
centuries it has at times been accompanied by various instruments, primarily the organ.
A thorough history of accompaniment of chant has yet to be written, but that is not this
document’s task. Rather, it intends to provide some insight into the practice of
accompanying chant in Paris in the 19th century through a translation of a treatise by
Théodore Nisard (1812-1888), written especially for Joseph Louis d’Ortigue’s
Dictionnaire Liturgique, Historique et Théorique de Plain-Chant et de Musique d’église
au moyen age et dans les temps modernes, (Liturgical, Historical, and Theoretical
Dictionary of Plain-Chant and of Church Music from the Middle Ages to the Present
Day), (Paris: Potier, 1854).
Guillaume-Gabriel Nivers, in a 1689 treatise L’Art d’accompagner sur la basse
continue pour l’orgue et le clavecin, which is considered “the first recorded codification
of the French accompaniment practice that was developing in the seventeenth and early
eighteenth centuries”,1 wrote: “In order to play the Church Plainchant, both simple and
figured (ornamented), all of the same Rules apply with the Examples above; of which
one can see the usage and practice in the Hymns of the second Livre d’Orgue.”2 But
other accompaniment treatises of this period focus on figured bass for instrumental and
choral accompaniment, with no mention of Gregorian chant. By the nineteenth century,
great liberties were taken with chant performance, implied by the negligence of
1

[Guillaume-Gabriel Nivers, L’art d’Accompagner sur la basse Continue pour l’Orgue et le Clavecin, in
Motets à voix seul, accompagnée de la basse continue et quelques auteres motets à deux voix, propres pour
les religieuses. (Paris: The Author (and Ballard), 1689; Trans., Robert T. Kelley, Florida State University,
2001), p. 2.]
2
[Ibid, p. 18.]
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choirmasters and the indifference of ecclesiastical authorities. This led to a reform (even
before Solesmes) and a return to historical sources, promoted by Louis-Felix Danjou
(1812-1866), who founded the Review of Sacred Music, Popular and Traditional in
1845.3 The writings by Ortigue and Nisard stem from the same time.
Théodore Nisard received his musical education at Douai and at the Cathedral of
Cambrai after attending the seminary in Cambrai. He was ordained in 1835. He first
worked at a Gymnasium (high school) in Enghein, then in 1842 became the second
organist at St. Germain-des-Prés in Paris. While in Paris he was also employed to edit
books of plain-chant by an ecclesiastical bookseller. He published many writings on
liturgical music, as well as treatises on many composers such as Ockeghem, Palestrina,
Lully, Rameau, and Pergolesi. His most important work was the revision and annotation
of Jumilhac’s La science et la pratique du plain-chant (Paris, 1847). He eventually
resigned his organist position and concentrated on his writings.4
The goal of this document is to provide an English translation of Théodore
Nisard’s treatise on organ accompaniment of plain-chant written for Joseph Louis
d’Ortigue’s dictionary. Because the Dictionnaire was published with two columns per
page, this translation places the column number where it is found in relation to the French
text.

3

[Yves Chartier, Danjou Felix (1812-1866) par Yves Chartier,
musicologie.org/Biographies/danjou_felix.htm. (11/12/2006)]
4
[The New Grove Dictionary of Music & Musicians, 2nd ed. (2001), s.v. “Nisard, Théodore.”]
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ENGLISH TRANSLATION
THE ACCOMPANIMENT OF PLAIN-CHANT
[The translation begins on p. 41 of Nisard’s article; see Conclusion, p. 76.]

Our ears, avid for harmony, can no longer imagine the performance of liturgical chants
without the solemn support of some accompaniment. || [42] Now, the harmony that one
uses for this accompaniment offends two interests. Those who prefer to respect
Gregorian tonality as an inviolable principle cannot accept the capricious fantasies of
modern art applied to an order of musical ideas which are incompatible with them. Those
who do not know the requirements of this tonality and whose ears are saturated with
note-against-note chords of hopeless clumsiness, and this under pretext of tonal necessity,
ask themselves if this is truly the final word in what is called classic harmony suitable to
plain-chant.
Situated between these two pitfalls, Gregorian tonality cannot continue to fight for
long: it may suffer, and, let us state it, despite the current work in favor of the restoration
of plain-chant, despite the efforts made today to know the ancient art in all its details and
set this restoration on some secure foundations, perhaps we will not manage to save
plain-chant from the ruin with which it is threatened.
Among the various and numerous causes which prepare the imminent ruin of
liturgical chant, we have pointed out two relative to the accompaniment of plain-chant,
which form the special topic of this article: they are much more serious than one might
think. On one hand, there is the modern harmony which disfigures the distinctive
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character of Gregorian melodies; on the other, there is a harmony which is heavy, which
moves with effort, which is repellent to our ears by its painful chords.
Now that I have set forth the general plan of my ideas on the accompaniment of
plain-chant, I am going to try to reduce them to practice, and to offer to the readers of The
Dictionary of Plain-Chant a compilation of precepts as complete as possible.
It is needless to point out that everything I am going to say applies without
distinction to the vocal and instrumental harmonization of liturgical chant, whether the
melody is placed in the bass, or dominates the upper part, or finally whether it occupies a
position between the upper part and the bass. I have stated elsewhere that, following the
example of Grétry, I have been accustomed to comparing chant to a statue, and the
accompaniment to a pedestal. A lot of artists like to place the pedestal above the statue;
as for me, I don't fear confessing that I like the opposite: Trahit sua quemque voluptas…1
I.
The first thing that one who harmonizes plain-chant must know is the nature of the
various musical scales which serve as types for sacred melodies.
There are eight of these scales, and they constitute what are called the eight
modes of plain-chant. || [43]

1

[“Each to his own pleasure…” Ed.]

2

I will not deal at all at this point with other details having to do with these eight
scales, because they will be found in this Dictionary in the article on modes. I will only
say that the pieces written in the first and the second modes always finish with the note
re, which is the tonic. Those of the third and fourth modes finish on the note mi. Those
of the fifth and sixth modes have the tonic fa for the final. Finally, those of the seventh
and eighth modes have for their final note the tonic sol.
By a process the reasons for which Guido of Arezzo clearly explains in his
Micrologus, some pieces in our editions of chant books are transposed a fifth higher. So,
when one sees that a piece of a liturgical melody finishes on the note la, one can be sure
that it is in the first mode or the second mode. When the note si is found at the end of a
piece, it is again a transposition of the third mode or the fourth. When the note ut is the
final note of a chant, despite its transposition, it belongs to the fifth or sixth mode. Some
authors name nine, ten, eleven, twelve, thirteen and fourteen modes, the first, second,
third, fourth, fifth and sixth modes transposed. This is notably the method of the
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publishers of the Graduale Romanum which was published by Mr. Lecoffre in 18512; but
this divergence must not frighten the Gregorian accompanist.
So, here we are well-focused on the final note of each one of the eight modes of
plain-chant: || [44]
Re, for the first and second natural modes; la, for these same modes transposed.
Mi, for the third and fourth natural modes; si, for these same modes transposed.
Fa, for the fifth and sixth natural modes; ut, for these same modes transposed.
Sol, for the seventh and eighth modes.
Therefore, if a piece finishes with the note ut, it is written in the fifth or in the
sixth mode; if it finishes with the note re, it is in the first or second mode, and so on with
the others. One can see that the final note of a liturgical melody merits particular
attention, since it clearly establishes that a piece cannot belong to any other than two
specifically determined modes.
Therefore, it is only a matter of choosing between these two modes, and this
choice is extremely simple, even for an artist entirely foreign to the tricky questions in the
realm of music.
Here the dominant must necessarily come into play, for it is often enough to settle
the matter.
But what is the dominant in plain-chant? Is this a note which is always found a
fifth above the final, as in current scales?
Not at all, and here is one of the serious mistakes for which, at the beginning of
this article, I reproached the harmonists who use the dominant seventh in the
accompaniment of plain-chant. It is this that made Mr. Danjou put forward that there is
2

[Can only verify an 1861 edition. Ed.]
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"nothing more complicated, more difficult, more uncertain than the method of applying
modern harmony to ancient tonality." (Revue de Musique Religieuse, populaire et
classique, 1847, p. 406.) Mr. Danjou should have said that such a thing is
IMPOSSIBLE, and it would have been an assertion logically true, and logically
incontestable.
We shall convince ourselves of this.
In the melodies of plain-chant, the word dominant has the same meaning as in
present harmony. And indeed, in one as in the other, but from a different perspective, the
dominant is a note on which, in a given tone, the melody relies most frequently, and
toward which it is drawn when not resting on the tonic. The dominant occupies a
uniform place in modern music, because it [modern music] really only has a single tonal
scale modified by the major or minor mode. But in plain-chant it is an entirely different
matter: there are eight very distinct scales, very different one from the other, in such a
way that one will have no difficulty understanding that this radical difference among the
eight melodic scales brings along with it some changes in the position of the dominant.
And that is what happens, as one can clearly see from the two following tables.
|| [45] 1st mode. Dominant: la: Tonic re
2nd mode. Dominant: fa: Tonic re
3rd mode. Dominant: ut: Tonic mi
4th mode. Dominant: la: Tonic mi
5th mode. Dominant: ut: Tonic fa
6st mode. Dominant: la: Tonic fa
7th mode. Dominant: re: Tonic sol
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8th mode. Dominant: ut: Tonic sol
Transposition of the first six modes:
1st mode. (IXth) Dominant: mi; Tonic la
2nd mode. (Xth) Dominant: ut; Tonic la
3rd mode. (XIth) Dominant: sol; Tonic si
4th mode. (XIIth) Dominant: mi; Tonic si
5th mode. (XIIIth) Dominant: sol; Tonic ut
6th mode. (XIVth) Dominant: mi; Tonic ut
[1.] Now, every piece of plain-chant which ends with re, and in which the
melody moves toward the octave of this note, having frequent returns to the la, is in the
first mode.
2. Every piece which ends with re, and in which the melody tends to gravitate
towards the lower la, making frequent returns on the fa, is of the second mode.
3. Every piece which ends with mi, and in which the melody makes frequent
returns to the ut, is of the third mode.
4. Every piece which ends with mi, and in which the melody makes frequent
returns on the upper la which is barely exceeded, is of the fourth mode.
5. Every piece which ends with fa, and in which the melody makes frequent
returns to the upper ut, while often rising to the fa, the octave of the final, is of the fifth
mode.
6. Every piece which ends with fa, and in which the melody makes frequent
returns to la, while gravitating towards the lower ut, is of the sixth mode.
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7. Every piece which ends with sol, and in which one notices frequent returns of
the melody to re, often exceeding it beyond by a fourth, is of the seventh mode.
8. Every piece which ends with sol, and in which the melody leaves the lower re
in order to make frequent returns on the upper ut, is of the eighth mode.
In the transposed modes, the finals la, si, ut, are equivalent to re, mi, fa; and the
dominant or frequent returns of the melody on the notes la, fa, ut, la ut, la, are transposed
to: mi, ut, sol, mi, sol, mi.
Although the preceding details are very sketchy, they will give the Gregorian
harmonist a sufficient idea of the scales and the liturgical compositions he must
accompany.
II.
When, disregarding the indications found at the beginning of every piece in many
of the editions of books of chant, one feels capable of promptly determining the mode of
a Gregorian melody, || [46] just as a good musician would of the tone and mode of a piece
of current music, it is necessary to tackle (but only then) the question of the transposition
of the eight modes of plain-chant.
If the voices that sing from our lecterns were more varied and more numerous
than they are, one could perform the pieces of plain-chant as they are written, that is, in
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this manner:

Surely, such a performance would give a great aesthetic power to the chants of
sacred music. And, indeed, with the intonation at a lower or higher pitch by reason of the
modes, and with each mode possessing the secret of awakening a special feeling in us,
such as was affirmed by the musicians of the Middle Ages, the ear would be fascinated
under the domination of these beautiful melodies, echoes from Greece, in which it
suffices to change harmony and instruments tuned in a different manner, in order to
immediately excite the most unexpected and marvelous emotions. "Quondam legitur”,
said Guido of Arezzo3 , “quidam freneticus, canente Asclepiade medico, ab insania
revocatus. Et item alius quidam sonitu citharae in tantam libidinem est incitatus, ut
cubiculum puellae quaereret effringere dementatus; moxque, citharedo mutante modum,
voluptatis poenitentia ductus, dicitur recessisse confuses.”4 Moreover this is confirmed in
a precious manuscript found in the Royal Library in Paris, a tonarium, that exhibits at the
3

Guido of Arezzo, Micrologus [c1026] (Gerbert Scriptores ecclesiastici de musica sacra potissimum, ii,
2 ; ed. J. Smits van Waesberghe, CSM, iv, 1955, Trans., Warren Babb, New Haven: Yale University Press,
1978), chapter. 14, p. 160. Saint Basil relates some similar facts in his homily De legendis libris gentium.
4
. [“So it is said that of old a certain madman was recalled from insanity by the music of the physician
Asclepiades. Also that another man was roused by the sound of the cithara to such lust that, in his
madness, he sought to break into the bedchamber of a girl, but, when the cithara player quickly changed the
mode, was brought to feel remorse for his libidinousness and to retreat abashed.” Ed.]
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beginning of every Gregorian mode a (frankly) rather crudely painted figure, but which
could not possibly be more interesting in the way it expresses with charming naiveté the
moral effects and the aesthetic power [of each mode].
But what is the point of dwelling on this subject? In our day, the personnel of the
choirs of our churches is very limited, or if they exist they are unsuitable, and this is
nearly always to the advantage of the thick, bull-like voices, to use an expression of Jean
Deacon, historian of the tenth century. (See “VOX TAURINA”.)5
Thus the melodies of plain-chant must be adapted to the kind of voice that every
church has, which necessarily results in the accompanist being obliged to transpose every
piece. If the accompanist is an organist, this transposition requires quite a bit of
cleverness and sometimes || [47] a lot of practice. It is necessary therefore that he first of
all familiarize himself with it, and to arrive at this goal, he must not be deterred by the
most perseverant of exercises, until he is capable of transposing from an open book and
into all the tones, every kind of sacred chant.
Having reached this point, the Gregorian harmonizer will enquire about the
various methods of transposition adopted in our churches. Now, the most accredited of
all these methods (although the famous Nivers6 opposed it, at the time of Louis XIV, due
to some inconveniences, more or less valid), consists in placing at the same pitch the
dominant of the different modes of plain-chant. The choice of this same pitch depends
entirely on the voice of the singers that he must accompany. Here, one translates the
eight dominants by the note

5
6

[Joseph D’Ortigue, Dictionnaire Liturgique, p. 154. Ed.]
[Guillaume-Gabriele Nivers (c1632-1714), French organist, composer and theorist. See Preface. Ed.]
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In other churches finally, this shared dominant is a little higher or a little lower. This
choice is, in summary, here only a matter of convention.
III.
I come to quite an important point, in my opinion, but one that has not been dealt
with sufficiently in works having the same goal as this article.
Liturgical melodies are not always produced with the same degree of animation.
There are some pieces which are sung very slowly; others are sung more quickly; still
some are performed in a very fast manner.
The methods of accompanying plain-chant err in not distinguishing this variety in
tempo. It is clear, however, that the degree of slowness or quickness that one gives to
every note of a melody must require some sort of difference in the harmonization of this
melody itself. If the chant is performed with a moderate degree of animation, then note
against note counterpoint will fit perfectly, with some exceptions. If the melody is sung
rapidly, this kind of accompaniment will cease to offer the same suitability, because
every chord, following in rapid succession, will produce a jerky harmony: the
accompaniment, as we have described it, will only hinder the swift and light manner of
the chant. If, finally, the sacred chant assumes the character of the adagio, the harmony
of note against note will appear || [48] a little stark, and the ear will rightfully demand
varied combinations of counterpoint.
10

To assume a uniform accompaniment for pieces of sacred chant, whether tendered
in slow, moderate, or quick movements, is to confuse everything, and it is this I fight
without hesitation. So, no single system, no absolute method, no exclusive theory; but on
the contrary, a discriminating adoption of a harmony always appropriate to the tonality of
the Gregorian melodies.
Such is the new point of view that one must adopt, if one wants to understand
perfectly the rules that I am about to give.
IV.
First of all, since the basis of all accompaniment of plain-chant is the consonant
harmony of note against note, brought to its final perfection by the masters of the end of
fifteenth century and of the entire century following, it is necessary to begin by
introducing the principles of this harmony.
The ancients had the custom of introducing pupils to the theory of counterpoint by
the rules relating to the linking of simple harmonic intervals with two pitches.
After having established the nature of every interval, they put forth as an axiom,
that it was necessary to admit only: 1. the perfect consonances of unison, fourth, fifth,
octave and their doublings; 2. the imperfect consonances of minor third, major third,
minor sixth and major sixth with their deviations.
Antoine de Cousu, the famous author of La Musique Universelle, of which only
two copies of typographic proofs were saved from a fire, guides us in the use of these
intervals.7 In offering to our readers an analysis of the second book of his work, we

7

La musique universelle, contenant toute la pratique et toute la théorie (Paris, 1858) [(repr. Genève,
Minkoff, 1872.) Ed.], 1 vol. incomplete of 208 pages in folio. The real name of the author of this book was
not known until recently. Mr. Ch. Gomart, in his Saint-Quentinoises Studies (in-8, 1851, pp. 505-507),
proved by some notarized certificates, that the name is not Jean Cousu, nor Jean du Cousu, as stated in my
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believe it to be useful to the classical art, since Cousu had the intent, as he himself stated
(page 75), to give to music the highest perfection of which it is capable.
Here therefore, in substance, are the precepts contained in La Musique
Universelle.
I. One should not immediately put in succession two perfect consonances of the same
kind, either ascending or descending. Examples of these forbidden series:

|| [49] "If the parts remain in the same chord, without ascending or descending, it does not
matter if one puts two, three, or several octaves, and other perfect consonances one after
the other; because as long as they are in the same chord or in one place, they are
considered as one (p. 102)."
II. One may put two perfect consonances of different types in succession, in this manner:
1. The fifth after the unison in contrary motion, one of two parts moving by step;
or by oblique motion, one of the two parts remaining stationary. Examples:

booklet on the Proportional Notation of the Middle Ages (1847, p. 22), but is Antoine de Cousu, who was
born in Amiens towards the end of the sixteenth century, and became canon of Saint-Quentin after 1656,
and died August 11, 1658, as is indicated on his tombstone.[(repr. Genève, Minkoff, 1872.)]
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2. The unison following the fifth. And, in this case, one of the two parts remains
stationary; or if both parts move, the lower jumps up a fourth, and the upper
descends one diatonic degree. Examples:

3. The fifth following the octave in every motion; but when one uses contrary or
similar motion, it is necessary that one of two parts ascends or descends one scale
degree. Examples:
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4. The octave following the fifth, in observing the previous conditions.
Examples:

5. The unison after the octave and the octave after the unison, with one of the two
remaining parts stationary. Examples: || [50]

6. The fourth after the fifth and the fifth after the fourth; but it is necessary that
one of two parts remain stationary. Examples:

III. One may place several imperfect consonances in succession one after the other, but
they should not be of the same type.

14

It is permitted however to sound in succession, either ascending or descending,
two minor thirds or two major sixths by step, for then these two thirds or these two sixths
have between them the difference of a comma (p. 115).8
If the two parts move a major half tone,9 the succession of two major sixths would
be forbidden. Forbidden examples:

It is permissible to allow two minor thirds one after the other, when the parts
ascend or descend together by the interval of a major half tone, and are followed by an
octave. Examples:

8

[“A minute interval or difference of pitch 1597.” The Oxford Universal Dictionary on Historical
Principles, ed. C. T. Onions, third ed., rev., (Clarendon Press: Oxford, 1955), s. v. “comma.” Ed.]
9
The major half tone is naturally in the diatonic scale:
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One must never place two major or minor thirds, nor two major or minor sixths,
one after the other, when the parts proceed by skip or separate movement, because it
would produce improper harmonic relationships. Forbidden examples:

|| [51] IV. When one wants to mix intervals of thirds and sixths, it is necessary to pay
attention to the following rules:
1. If the parts proceed by contrary motion, the third will be major if the sixth is
minor, and vice versa. Example:

2. When one of the parts remains stationary, one places the major third before or
after the major sixth, and the minor third before or after the minor sixth.
Examples:

3. When the parts descend, the upper by a melodic jump of fifth, and the lower by
step, one should put the major or minor third after the major sixth,--in this
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manner: the major third, when the part will descends a whole tone, and the minor
third, when this part descends a half tone. Examples:

And one should also put the minor third after a minor sixth. Examples:

4. When the parts ascend, namely the lower by a melodic skip of a fifth, and the
higher by step, after the major sixth one should place a major third if the upper
part ascends a whole tone, and a minor third if the upper part ascends only a half
tone. Examples:

10

V. In order to go from a perfect consonance to an imperfect consonance, one must
observe the following rules:

10

[The incorrectly noted ‘F’ should be ‘A’. Ed.]
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1. When the two parts ascend or descend together, it is proper for one to proceed
by step. This part will be the lower when it ascends, or the higher when it
descends. Examples:

|| [52] 2. If the two parts ascend or descend together by separate movement, one of the
two will make a melodic skip of a minor or major third (the skip of a major third
is not as good). The part which must move by an interval of a third is the lower
when it ascends, or the higher when it descends. Examples:

VI. The manner of moving from an imperfect consonance to a perfect consonance.
1. When the parts ascend or descend together by different degrees, one should
avoid moving from an imperfect consonance (major or minor) to a perfect.
2. It is permitted to proceed from a third to a unison by contrary or oblique
motion; but it is necessary that the third be minor. Examples:
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3. If one wants to sound a unison after a major third, one must use similar motion,
and move the upper part by a minor second, and the lower part by an ascending
fourth. Examples:

4. The major third may be followed by the octave by contrary motion. Examples:

5. It is forbidden for a major or minor third to move to a fifth, when the parts
move by similar motion and different degrees.
6. But when the parts descend together by separate movement: namely the lower
by the interval of a fifth, and the higher by the interval of a minor third, they
should move to the fifth. Examples:

7. Note that when the parts ascend together || [53] from a third to a fifth, namely
the upper part by skip, and the lower by step, [they should do so] as often as
possible by a minor second. Examples:
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8. Note that one should move again from a third to a fifth when the parts descend
together: namely the lower by skip, and the upper by step, preferably by half
tone. Examples:

9. In order to move from the third to the fifth by oblique motion, it is necessary
that the third be major. Examples:

10. By contrary motion and step, if the interval of a third is followed by the
interval of a fifth, the third must be minor, particularly in two parts. Examples:

11. One should avoid moving from a sixth to a fifth by similar motion, even
when the two parts proceed by step.11
12. A minor sixth may be followed by a fifth by oblique motion. Example:

11

[Sic. Ed.]
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13. It is also necessary to avoid going from a sixth to an octave, when the parts
ascend or descend together by whatever interval. However there are some authors
who approve this, if one of the parts makes a movement of a major half tone; but
"it is not tolerable, and it is not necessary to use it, if there are five or more parts."
(p. 127)
14. A major sixth could move to an octave by contrary or oblique motion.
Examples:

VII.

Examples of the use of the diminished fifth in two parts: || [54]

VIII. Antoine de Cousu ends by observing that simple counterpoint in two parts must
begin with a perfect consonance or a unison, and must finish by a unison or an octave
(a double octave would be too distant).
In chapter 30 of the third book of his La Musique Universelle, he gives some
examples of the various endings, or cadences at the unison and at the octave, for
counterpoint in two parts. Here are the
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examples:

IX. Finally, he insists on the necessity, imposed by all intelligent contrapuntists, of
having the parts progress beautifully, that is to say beautiful melodies (p. 99), and making
them move as much as possible by contrary motion. The example he gives on page 134
will make this last rule clear:

|| [55]

V.

We will now proceed to amplify the precepts of Antoine de Cousu with some quotes
borrowed from other theoreticians.
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Tinctoris, in the third chapter of the first book of his work entitled: Liber de Arte
Contrapuncti,12 recommends avoiding as much as possible the use of the unison:
Unisonus, propter ejus modicam dulcedinem, accuratissime est evitandus 13(p. 54 ibid).
This should be understood as applying to two-part counterpoint; and, even in this case,
one can without hesitation begin and finish a piece with the interval about which he has
just spoken.
He follows nearly the same method as does Antoine de Cousu in the rules that he
gives for the legitimate succession of harmonic intervals. The account of these rules
shows us that, in the era in which this author wrote, the art had arrived at a great
perfection, thanks to the influence of John Dunstable, Giles Binchois, Guillaume Dufay,
Johannes Ockeghem, Johannes Régis, Anthoine Busnois, Firmin Caron and Guillaume
Faugues.
The time is now already past when one taught that it was necessary to avoid, as
much as possible, the succession of two perfect consonances by similar motion:14
Debemus binas consonantias perfectas seriatim conjunctas ascendendo vel descendendo,
prout possumus, evitare.15 The period of elaborate harmonization is past; counterpoint is
based on solid foundations, and the details that Tinctoris gives us deserve our attention all
the more, since they cast light on the conscientious work of Antoine de Cousu.

12

Completed October 11 of the year 1477 and again unpublished. The library of the Paris Conservatory of
Music possesses a copy under the number 6145. [Johannes Tinctoris, Liber de Arte Contrapuncti ( Naples,
1477). Ed.]
13
[“Unison, because of the moderate sweetness of it, must be avoided most conscientiously…” Ed.]
14
[“We ought to avoid as much as possible two consecutive perfect harmonies either ascending or
descending.” Ed.]
15
Joannes de Muris, De discantu (In the writings of GERBERTI Scriptores, vol. III, p.506). [Martin
Gerbert, Scriptores ecclesiastici de musica sacra potissimum (St. Blasien, 1784). Ed.]
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So, in the rules regarding the legitimate use of two perfect consonances which
follow one another, Tinctoris permits, and with reason, a fifth followed by a unison, the
parts making a melodic skip of a third by contrary motion from the fifth to the unison;
Antoine de Cousu does not permit this. Example:

Tinctoris permits the same thing to take place, but inversely and very rarely,
(extremely rare), to proceed from the unison to the fifth. Example:

In the progression of the perfect fifth to the octave, he does not display all the
formulas of the [more] modern author. He omits this:

which contains two hidden octaves by similar motion, but he mentions this other:
|| [56]

which is no less incorrect, strictly speaking, than the previous.
As for the fourth, Tinctoris says that, banned from counterpoint (a contrapuncto
rejicitur), its use is only permitted in cadences and faux-bourdons.
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He indicates formulas other than those of Cousu for the octave following the
unison and the unison following the octave. Examples:16

In the era in which this author lived, major thirds and sixths were called perfect
thirds and sixths; the two others were called imperfect. The sixth was not considered a
pleasant interval in itself: "Apud antiquos discordantia reputabatur, et, ut vera fatear,
aurium mearum judicio, per se audita, hoc est sola, plus habet asperitatis quam
dulcedinis."17 (Chapter. VII, p. 59 Ibid.)
Be that as it may, Tinctoris goes into some interesting details on the topic of
mixing intervals of thirds and of sixths.
One may use, he says, two thirds in succession, when the parts proceed by
ascending or descending movement of a second (A), of a third (B), of a fourth (C) and of
fifth (D). Examples:

16

[Sic. Ed.]
[“This was considered a discord by the ancients, and, to tell the truth, by the judgment of my ears, having
heard it, this is indeed the case: it has more of roughness than sweetness.” Ed.]

17
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One may sound, according to Tinctoris, a sixth after a third in the following cases:

and a third after a sixth:

Concerning perfect consonances that resolve to imperfect consonances, Tinctoris
teaches that they may proceed:
1. From a unison to a third, in this manner: || [57]

2. From a unison to a sixth:

3. From a fifth to a third:

4. From a fifth to a sixth:

5. From an octave to a third and to a sixth, etc.
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All these methods are excellent, and it is easy to deduce from them which ones
relate to the imperfect consonances followed by the perfect consonances.
After Tinctoris and Cousu, authors whose works are virtually impossible to find, I
could not refrain from analyzing the rules of Contrapunto osservato, such as one finds
them in the book titled: Miscellanea Musicale of Angelo Berardi (Second Part, p. 104
and following).18 One knows that Padre Martini, an excellent judge of musical
scholarship, had a great deal of esteem for Berardi of Sainte-Agathe, whom he called:19
cutore diligente raccoglitore Regole di Contrappunto de' primi maestri.20 (Saggio,
volume 1, p. 23, note 1)21
Now, here is what Berardi teaches:
1. One moves from one perfect consonance to another perfect by contrary motion.
2. One moves from an imperfect consonance to a perfect by contrary or oblique motion.
3. One moves from a perfect consonance to an imperfect, as one wishes.
4. One moves from an imperfect consonance to another imperfect, also as wishes..
5. One must begin and end with a perfect consonance. To end with a perfect consonance
is an infallible rule; to begin with the same is a more laudable rule.
|| [58] 6. After a major sixth, it is necessary to move immediately to a third or a fifth on
the same note of plain-chant:

18

[Angelo berardi, Miscellanea musicale (Bologna, 1689). Ed.]
[“Another diligent collector, among the primary masters of rules of counterpoint.” Ed.]
20
Berardi was interim master of the chapel of the basilica of Saint Mary in Trastevere, in Rome, in 1593
[this should be 1693, Ed.]. See Il perche of this author, p.14.
21
[Giovanni Battista Martini, Esemplare ossia Saggio fondamentale pratico di Contrapunto sopra il canto
fermo (Bologna, 1774). Ed.]
19
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7. After a unison, a major sixth is forbidden, but a minor sixth is tolerable.

8. One should not place two major sixths in succession, when the plain-chant and the
counterpoint move by similar motion. When two sixths follow one another, it is
necessary that one be major and the other minor. Examples:

9. Also forbidden are two major thirds or two minor thirds by similar motion. It is
necessary that one of the two be major, and the other, minor.
10. One must not move from a sixth to an octave, nor from an octave to a sixth by
oblique motion. Examples;

11. It is forbidden to move from a fifth to a sixth, and a fifth to a third by contrary and
similar motion, WHEN THERE IS FA AGAINST MI, because then a false relationship
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exists.22 Examples:

If one seeks to avoid these false relationships, it is necessary to resort to musical
accidentals in this manner: || [59]

12. Intervals in which one encounters fa against mi in imperfect consonances are
prohibited by either similar or oblique motion. Examples:

To make them acceptable, these successions must be modified in this manner:

22

(16). The false relationships to avoid are, as stated by Padre Martini, those of augmented octave (A), of
diminished octave (B), of tritone (C), of false fifth (D), and of altered fourth (E). Examples:

It is superfluous to point out here that, in strict harmony, the parts could not produce melodic
successions when these false relations exist. Thus, one will never sing:
ut#---- fa natural || si natural---- fa natural, etc.
One should also avoid executing these melodic jumps which are not natural. For this reason, said
Ornithoparcus (Musicae activae micrologus, in 4. 1517 and 1519, Book 4, chap.4) [Andreas
Ornithoparchus, Musice active micrologus (Leipzig, 1517). Ed.], one will be careful not to exceed
interval leaps of a fifth in the top voice, nor more than a sixth in the bass.
One gets to the point of forbidding, in the same part, anything that might look like chromatic
progressions, like: ut natural,--ut #, etc.
However, in cadences, a part sounding an ut #, for example, will then be able to be natural. It is
this that one sees in the excellent fauxbourdon of the De profundis and the Dies irae, in use in the diocese
of Paris, by the Abbot Homet, a musician of the eighteenth century.
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this is not always possible.
13. It is forbidden to proceed from a unison to a fifth, and a fifth to a unison, when the
parts ascend or descend by contrary motion and leap of a disjunct third. Examples:

14. After a major sixth, one may sound a fifth by poetic license; a minor sixth is
preferable. Examples:

Such is, in substance, the teaching of Berardi of Sainte-Agathe. I leave it to
readers to compare it with the preceding harmonic prescriptions.
Stefano Vanneo, author of a very rare book, in folio, printed in Rome in 1553,
under the title: Recanetum de musica aurea, now provides us some precious details on
two-part counterpoint.23
This writer is especially remarkable for the explanations that he gives on the
method of producing cadences.
He states that all note against note counterpoint in two parts ends strictly
(arctissimum praeceptum)24 with three types of cadences: namely, either the unison, the
fifth, or the octave. And what he says here about these three intervals also applies to their
counterparts.

23
24

[Stefano Vanneo, Recanetum de Musica Aurea (Rome, 1533). Ed.]
[“a most strict command” Ed.]
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|| [60] The cadences to the unison must be preceded by a minor third. Example:

He takes care to indicate the sharp here for young students and the uninitiated:
tyronibus ac rudibus adolescentibus.25 (Book iii, Ch. 14)
Cadences to the fifth must be preceded by a major third.26 Examples:

Cadences of the octave must be preceded by a major sixth. Examples:

In no cadence should a sixth be sounded above or below the last note, even in
cadences of more than two parts, because it is an interval without much resonance and
not very pleasant: Parum resonat parumque venustatis habet, tanta est ejus
imbecillitas.27
"The cadences, he states, must not be extravagant; it is necessary to be sparing,
for it is their scarcity in the same piece which creates their charm. One should also be
sure never to place them on the same note. The sense of the text will guide the composer

25

[“for beginners and inexperienced youth” Ed.]
This is also taught by Cesare Crivellati in his Discursi Musicali (Viterbe, in-8, 1621, p. 18). [ Cesare
Crivellati, Discursi Musicale (Viterbo, 1621). Ed.]

26

27

[“[The sixth] does not resound enough and has not enough of beauty, so great is its weakness.” Ed.]
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in the choice of these harmonic rests, which are basically a kind of musical punctuation."
(Cap. 40.)
Vanneo himself takes care to indicate the notes of each of the eight modes of
plain chant that may receive a cadence.28
Here they are:

|| [61]

28

Padre Anthony Parran, in his Traité de la Musique Théorique et Pratique, (Paris, 1639 and 1646),
devotes the fifth chapter of the fourth part of his book to all that concerns cadences; he determines even the
number and the place in each mode of plain chant, but he is not as clear as Vanneo; this is the reason why
we have preferred the teachings of the latter author.
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After these directions, Vanneo suggests that Gregorian contrapuntists should
never make cadences other than those just mentioned. These words are too unique not to
be quoted verbatim: "Conaberis igitur… .non alias cadentias nisi eas tantum, quas
attribuendas praecepimus inviolabiliter, nec extra illas in universo cantilenae contextu
vagandum erit, ut imperiti ac penitus hujus artis ignari solent, suis ineptiis jactabundi, qui
rebus suis rectius consulerent, si doctiores audirent."29
After such language, it is impossible for one ever to advise violating the rule.
Zarlino, the most famous educator of the sixteenth century, indicates the
following cadences in the third part of his Le Istitutioni Harmoniche:30

But he judiciously observes that these cadences are scarcely employed in
compositions of two voices; and even when one would want to use them, he says, it will
be necessary to place them in the middle, and not at the end of the composition, unless
constrained by necessity: "Ma queste cadenze non si usano molto di lungo nelle
compositioni di due voci…..; et quando le vorremo porre, sempre le porremo nel mezzo,
["You shall therefore attempt no other cadences except those only, which we prescribe must be used
without mistake. It is not necessary to wander beyond those found in the universally recognized context of
old songs, as the inexperienced and those thoroughly ignorant of this art are accustomed to do, being given
to boasting on their ineptitudes, who ought more rightly to give consideration to their own affairs, if they
would heed those who are more learned.”Ed.]
30
[Gioseffo Zarlino, Le Istitutioni Harmoniche (Venice, 1558). Ed.]
29
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et non nel fine della cantilena; et quando la necessità a ciò fare ne astringesse."31 Now the
necessity of which Zarlino speaks here takes place only in canonical counterpoint.
|| [62] This author again gives some examples of cadences of the third and the sixth:

He adds that these are incorrectly called cadences, so they should be used only in
the course of a piece, and only when the punctuation declares a simple suspension in the
flow of ideas.
VI.
After having set forth the rules of simple two-part counterpoint, at least as much
as the limits of the article in this dictionary allow, it is time that we tackle in the same
specific way strict counterpoint in three and four parts.
Let us imagine for a moment that we are living not in the fourteenth century, but
at the end of the fifteenth. At this time there was a famous master in Italy who attracted
around him a host of pupils from all the regions of Europe. Now, let us join in this crowd
of pupils, and see how the clever professor taught them counterpoint of several parts.
"De compositione diversarum partium contrapuncti.
"Cantilenarum quae tribus aut quartuor consonis partibus componuntur
contrapunctus hoc ordine consideratur: quum, Tenor et Cantus octauam inuicem
31

[“But these cadences are not used much in lengthy vocal compositions….and when we want to use
[include] them, we will put them in the middle and not at the end of the song; and when [where] necessity
compels us to do so.” Ed.]
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seruauerint, Contratenor in quintam supra Tenorem: aut in octaua sub Tenore deductus:
quam optime ac suauiter concordabit. Quod si his tribus coniunctis partibus alium in
cantilena Contratenorem in acutum coaptare tentaueris: in tertiam supra Tenorem. vel
(quod suauiori attinet harmoniae) in quintam poteris collocare. Verum si in tertiam supra
Tenorem fuerit dispositus: ad grauiorem Contratenorem: decimam concordabit. Si
autem in quintam ab ipso tunc Baritonante per duodecimam distabit. Baritonans enim
intelligitur pars seu processus grauior in compositione cantilenae qui et Contratenor
grauis dicitur a uari quod est graue, u mutata in b, quasi grauiorem cantans cantilenae
partem: cuius considerationis hoc proponitur exemplar:

"In hoc exemplo prima semibreuis acuti Contratenoris in tertiam supra Tenorem
|| [63] constituta per decimam distat intensa a prima Baritonantis et per sextam remissa
est sub prima cantus. Ab hac autem distat prima Baritonantis per quintamdecimam in
graue. Atque ita ex utrisque bona deducitur concordia. Ultima uero semibreuis acuti
contratenoris Tenorem superuadit acumine per quintam: distans ab ultima Baritonantis
per duodecimam sub ultima cantus per diatessaron est remissa: qua re harmonica inde
provenit concordia. Verum quum Baritonans fuerit remissus per quintam sub Tenore: et
cantus per sextam aut octauam ab ipso distet Tenore in acumen. acutus tunc Contratenor
in tertiam supra Baritonantem ductus concordabit. Ut ex prima sequentis exempli
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semibreui percipitur. Suauiore tamen consistentia mediabitur: si in octauam supra
Baritonantem commemoretur: ut in ultima hujus exempli notula pernotatur:”32

“Concerning the composition of the various parts of counterpoint”
"Here is how one conceives counterpoint in pieces in three or four parts.
"When the tenor and the chant are an octave apart, one should place the
countertenor a fifth above or an octave below the tenor. This will produce an excellent
and sweet harmony.
"If, to these three parts, you want to add a fourth higher part, you should put it a
third, or even better, a fifth above the tenor; if you choose the third, this fourth part will
be the interval of a tenth above the low part; if you choose the fifth, there will be the
interval of a twelfth between the upper part and the lower that one also calls low
countertenor or baritone. (This last word comes from bari which one changes the first
letter and which means low). Example:

32

Musice utriusque cantus pratica excellentis FRANCHINI GAFORI Laudensis libris quartuor
modulatissima. [Franchinus Gaffurius, Practica Musice (Milan, 1496), Book III. Cap. 11, Trans. Irwin
Young and Clement Mather. Ed.]
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|| [64] "In this example, the first note of the countertenor is at the distance of a third
above the tenor, a tenth above the baritone, and a sixth below the chant. The chant and
the baritone are at the interval of a fifteenth. From this arrangement good harmony is
born.
"The last note of the countertenor is placed the distance of a fifth above the tenor,
a twelfth above the baritone and a fourth below the chant: this again produces a
harmonious whole.
"But if the baritone is the distance of a fifth beneath the tenor, then the chant will
be a sixth or an octave above the tenor, and the countertenor a third above the baritone, as
one can see in the first consonance of the following example. It is however preferable to
place the countertenor an octave above the baritone, as can be seen in the last note of this
example:

One will permit me not to prolong this quote, which is curious in more than one
respect, but whose practical usefulness is highly questionable. The method of Gaffurius is
moreover not his personal method: it is the one found practised in all the writings on
counterpoint which have appeared since Franco of Cologne, from the end of the eleventh
century, until the eighteenth.
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The real teaching that can be derived from all this jumble is that the ancients
began by adding a second part to a given chant; and then adapted several other parts
according to their convenience.
The rules regarding voice leading become less strict, as measured by the increase
of the number of parts.
In support of this assertion, we will mention the following facts:
1. Having three parts, one could put a fourth after a fifth (but not vice versa),
although the parts which form the two intervals ascend or descend together:
|| [65]

2. With two parts, it is forbidden to put imperfect consonances of the same kind
one after the other when these consonances proceed by similar motion and by skip. With
four parts, this prohibition exists for the upper part and the bass; but Cousu permits the
two intermediate parts to achieve two imperfect consonances of the same kind by similar
motion and melodic skip of a fifth or a fourth. Example:
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3. One notes that a major third might be followed by a fifth in contrary motion;
with four parts, it is permitted to place a fifth after a minor third:33

In several parts, the use of the fourth becomes frequent, especially when one
places this interval above a third. Example:

The preceding will now be completed by answering the three brief questions that
follow:
First question.--Which consonances must begin the accompaniment of Gregorian
chant with several parts?
Second question.--What must be the harmonic material after the first chord?
Third question.--Which consonances must finish it?
|| [66] Answer to the first question.

33

[Sic. Ed.]
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With three parts, one begins with the fifth and the octave, or again with the third
(major or minor) and the fifth.
With four, one is allowed to begin with the octave, the fifth and the third; or with
only perfect consonances, if one wants, by putting three parts on the unison, or two on the
octave against the bass, and the other on the fifth or on the twelfth; or else two on a fifth
above the bass with the other in unison; or finally two in unison, with an octave and the
other in a major or minor third.34
These formulas are a major harmonic correction; however, we would not dare
maintain that the ancients had not used others.
Answer to the second question.
Padre Martini is confident in saying that all the notes of the bass must carry the
third, the fifth and the octave; excepting those which ascend or descend a natural half
tone, or accidental, and which then takes the sixth instead of the fifth. Example:

And, indeed, in three and in four parts, the accompaniment of plain-chant, such as
conceived by the authors of the fifteenth and the sixteenth centuries, must offer a mixture
of perfect chords taken in the root position and the first inversion. But in order to obtain
this result and avoid all error, one must subject himself to the method which was
indicated above for strict counterpoint in two parts.
34

From Cousu, pp. 146-150.
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I am going to try to make understood the steps that one must follow in this
operation.
Suppose first of all that one wants to harmonize with three parts the melodic
fragment that follows:

After having noted that it belongs to the 2nd Gregorian mode, I will begin by
creating a second part.
Where will I place this second part? It depends totally on the position which will
be reserved for the chant itself. If the melody is to be in the middle of three parts, clearly
the second part will be added above the chant and the bass placed below. If the chant is
to be in the upper part, the second part and the lower must necessarily both be written
beneath the plain-chant. If the melody is placed in the bass, it will be the opposite. But,
in the second option, for example, if I begin composing the second part, it will be
necessary to bring it as close as possible to the chant, to allow sufficient room for the
bass.
|| [67] These explanations will perhaps appear childish, but I believe them necessary.
When the pupil, as a result of work and study, understands well all the rules of
counterpoint, when they have become familiar to him, then he will be able to compose in
one spurt, as it must be, the different harmonic parts, as numerous as they are.
In the meantime, let us come down to the level of the pupil, since it is the only
way to be useful to him.
We will choose the option which places the chant in the middle register.
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1. For the first note, one will be able to use the harmony of the fifth and of the
octave, as was mentioned in the previous question.
2. Above the second note, I may place a major third: it is a perfect consonance
which is followed with an imperfect consonance by similar motion; nothing prevents it.
3. Above the third note, I will place a sixth: it is a third followed by a sixth, or, in
other words, it is two imperfect consonances by contrary motion.
4. Above the fourth note, I will write an octave: the octave, after the sixth, is an
imperfect consonance resolving, by contrary motion, to a perfect consonance. This
succession is permissible, but it is then necessary that the sixth is major; consequently,
the ut must be sharp.
5. Above the fifth note, I will put a minor sixth; above the sixth, a major sixth;
above the seventh, a minor sixth. By acting in way, I am following the rules which allow
proceeding from a perfect consonance to an imperfect by contrary motion, and which
require mixing the successive sixths in such a way that one is major while the other is
minor.
6. Above the eighth note, I will put a unison. It is preferable to avoid this interval;
but I use it here by contrary motion after the sixth, and by way of necessity.
7. Above the ninth note, I will use a fifth. One may move from the unison to the
fifth by contrary motion, when, as says Berardi of St. Agathe,35 the parts do not cross the
interval of the third. Thus, here, this prohibition is respected.

35

[Angelo Berardi, Miscellanea musicale (Bologna, 1689). Ed.]
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8. Above the tenth note, I put a sixth according to this rule: "When two parts
produce a sixth after a fifth, and they ascend together by oblique motion, it is necessary
that the lower part make a melodic leap of a minor third."36
|| [68] 9. Above the eleventh and the twelfth note, I will put a major sixth and an octave
to conform to what will be said at a later point in the response to the third question.
The preceding gives the following result:

I come to the composition of the bass; but, before beginning this work, it is
necessary to know that the numbers that are going to be placed above this part must be
submitted to specific rules of consonant compatibility.
The compatible numbers or intervals are, on one hand, 1, 3, 5, 8 and their
doublings, and, on the other hand, 1, 3, 6, 8, also with their doublings. Hence it follows
that 5, 6 and their doublings are the only intervals which are incompatible.
But harmonic compatibility does not reside only in the intervals that are placed
one above the other, and represented by the numbers above each part; it requires again
that the intervals 1, 5, and their doublings 8, 12, 15, etc., not follow one another by
similar motion, in two superimposed and immediate consonances which ascend or
descend together.

36

[Sic. Ed.]
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By virtue of this double law, and while conforming to the rules relative to the
succession of intervals, I will create my bass in the following manner:
1. Below the first note, I will put the octave. The reason for this choice I have
mentioned above.
2. Below the second note, I will place a third.37

The two outer parts form two intervals of a fifth on the same notes. This is
permitted.
The bass forms a perfect consonance with the chant, followed by an imperfect
consonance by oblique motion,-- this is again justifiable.
3. Below the third note, I will place a fifth. It is permitted for the third to move to
the fifth by similar motion, and even excellent when the upper part descends, as happens
here, by degrees of a minor second.
The intervals formed by the upper part and the bass are no less satisfactory, since
they form a perfect consonance followed by an imperfect consonance by contrary motion.
Example: || [69]

37

I said third and not tenth, in order to simplify.
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4. Below the fourth note, a minor third will not have a bad effect:

In analyzing this fragment, one sees that the bass forms with the chant an interval
of a fifth followed by a minor third, by contrary motion and without improper
connection; and, with the upper part, two thirds by similar motion, one of which is major,
and the other minor, conforming to the rule.
5. Below the fifth note, I will make an interval of a major third with the chant and
the bass, and an octave with the soprano part. In both instances the voice leading is
justifiable: for, indeed, on the one hand, two thirds, one of which is minor and the other
major, can follow one another by similar motion; and, on the other hand, when a tenth
resolves to the octave by contrary motion, it must be minor, as we find here:
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6. Below the sixth note, I will place the interval of a fifth.
Now, an imperfect consonance, moving to a perfect consonance by contrary
motion, creates a progression in compliance with the strictest laws of counterpoint.
The same holds true with the interval of a third which the bass produces with the
upper part: it is again a justifiable succession of a perfect consonance resolving to an
imperfect consonance by contrary motion.
I won't push the explanations further. The mechanism of the composition of
simple counterpoint of note against note and in several parts should now be a very
elementary operation.
Here we have, as a result, the melodic fragment completely harmonized.

One

can be certain, in continuing the analysis, that the counterpoint is absolutely exact:
|| [70]
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There are many of things I could add to the subject I am presently dealing with;
but at the risk of being very incomplete, I am going to finish my answer to the second
question by a simple remark relative to the chord of the third and the sixth.
The composers of the sixteenth century often used this chord with the tritone or
with the false fifth, and even sometimes with these two phenomena combined.
A. When one wants to make use of the chord of a third and sixth with the tritone,
the notes of the chord must be arranged in their natural order; the third or its counterpart
must be minor, and the sixth or its counterpart, major. The bass must descend one tone;
the tenor must ascend one tone, and the alto a half tone. The soprano or discantus, goes
up one tone. Example:

The soprano could go up a perfect fourth, but then the tenor must descend a half
tone. Example:
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One may also double the third. In this case, the chord resolves as follows:

B. When one wants to use the chord of the third and the sixth with the false fifth,
it is necessary to observe the following: || [71]
The notes of the chord will be arranged thus: above the bass, the tenor will form a
major sixth; the alto, the interval of a minor tenth, and the soprano, a seventeenth, also
minor.
For the resolution of the chord, the bass will descend one tone;
The tenor will go up a half tone;
The alto will go up a half tone;
The soprano will descend a half tone.
Example:
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In the musical compositions of the sixteenth century, one still finds the following
versions of the same chord: 38

C. When one wants to use the chord of the third and sixth that produce the double
phenomenon of the tritone and the false fifth, one should consider the following points.
The tenor is placed a minor third above the bass. The alto produces an interval of
a major sixth above the same bass, and the soprano doubles the tenor part in the upper
octave.
The resolution happens in this manner: the bass descends one tone; the tenor goes
up one tone; the alto goes up a half tone, and the soprano descends a minor second.
Examples:

The proper use of the first substitution of the perfect chord, be it with the tritone,
the false fifth, or the tritone and false fifth combined, always marks an excellent
Palestrinian harmonist. One should never miss an opportunity to use it.

38

[Bar 4, first chord, the Tenor should be an ‘E’, incorrectly printed as ‘D’ in original. Ed.]
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It is certain that this chord, thus altered, presents, in its resolution, some
designated tendencies which no modern author speaks of. I point out this fact, because it
is customary to assert that, in the tonal harmonization of plain-chant, the notes of every
chord unfailingly have free and independent progressions. || [72] Well, this assertion is
not as true as one would want to believe.
Answer to the third question.
Here we are dealing with cadences. As in two parts, these cadences take place not
only at the end, but also in the middle of pieces of Gregorian chant. It is necessary to
keep this in mind, as well as the tonal chords that Vanneo assigns them in each mode.
The cadences in two parts are the basis of those found in three, in four, etc. What
we are going to say is only for the sake of filling out [the basic cadence].
1.

Addition of a third and of a fourth part to the cadences to the unison, the

third, the octave, etc.:

2. Addition of a fourth part to the same cadences:
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3. Cadence called plagal. This manner of cadence was much in use in the Middle
Ages. Examples:

39

In the finals of the third and fourth modes, one may profitably use this kind of
cadence. So, instead of: || [73]

one can make use of the following harmony:
39

[sic: Incorrectly printed as A# in original, should be F#. Ed.]
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We will complete our answer to the third question with a remark that is
not taken into account in current practice, but is of great importance. "Composing with
several parts, said Padre Parran (p. 52 from his Traité de la Musique Théorique et
Pratique), one must never end a part with the minor third at the end of a piece, but rather
with the major [third]."40

VII.
One now understands the constitution of purely consonant harmony in note
against note counterpoint that the masters of the sixteenth century applied to plain-chant.
The musical compositions of all the former eras prove, in addition, that the use of
passing notes can justifiably modify this harmony, without changing its nature. It would
be easy for me to mention here some examples of Psalm faux-bourdons, strictly written
in note against note counterpoint and in which some parts perform here and there some
ornamental notes which form true dissonances. One can refer to the work entitled:
Cantus ecclesiasticus officii maioris hebdomadae a Ionne Guidetto Bononiensi…. .in

40

[Antoine Parran, Traité de la Musique Théorique et Pratique contenant les précepts de la composition
(Paris, 1646). Ed.]
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lucem editus, Romae,41 in folio, MDCXIX; the faux-bourdons found in these
compositions follow this method.
I have insisted on the admission of the chord of the fourth and sixth in the
harmony of plain-chant; Palestrina made frequent use of it.
One also sees, in the masterpieces of this prince of religious music, some
harmonic combinations which allow the use of seventh chords. Example:
|| [74]

41

[Ionne Guidetto Bononiensi, Cantus ecclesiasticus officii maioris hebdomadae (Rome, 1619). Ed.]
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That is:

Palestrina even uses chords which closely resemble those we call dominant
seventh chords.
Examples:

He even sometimes doubles the major third of these chords: one of the two thirds
ascends as if it were a leading tone; the other makes a descending leap of a minor third in
order to produce its true tonal resolution. And it is in this way that this chord
distinguishes itself primarily from the one that we place on the dominant. Example:
|| [75]
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In other places in his works, Palestrina seems to put a true dominant seventh
chord on the dominant; but it is necessary to carefully point out that this chord is only the
result of a passing tone which inserts itself between two completely consonant chords.
Example:

Nothing stands in the way, I firmly believe, of allowing all harmonic
combinations in the plain-chant, provided however that one adheres to the proceedures
followed by the great master, which alone can authorize its use in the ancient tonality.
It seems me that the accompaniment of liturgical melodies, enriched with all those
chords with which the art was not yet provided, must henceforth offer a broader field,
more varied, more rich. I want the Christian genius to make a legitimate use of it and
once again raise high with dignity the pomp of our holy mysteries.
I will add only one more word: one should keep in mind the three principal tempi
to which every performance of plain-chant is subjected.
When it is performed at a moderate tempo, every note may carry a chord,
resulting in a harmonic fullness which lacks neither charm nor majestic austerity.
But if the sacred chant receives, according to the circumstances, a quick or very
slow tempo, this manner of accompanying is then not as satisfactory. In the first case, the
harmony becomes heavy; in the second, it seems weak.
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In order to remedy this two-fold impropriety, we counsel using passing notes in
the harmony when the tempo of the melody is very slow: and we would want these notes
of transition be captured in the chant itself, when it moves quickly.
The following example is an excerpt from an Ave verum harmonized by my
learned friend Mr. Joseph Boulenger, one of the better pupils of the organ class of the
Paris Conservatory of Music, and for a long time organist of the cathedral of Beauvais.
|| [76] This fragment belongs to the category of melodic pieces to be sung very slowly:

Here is another example where the chant is assumed to be in a quick tempo. The
left hand plays only a single note that may be redoubled at the lower octave; the
remainder is performed by the right hand; every chord must have the same duration as the
melodic group that it accompanies:
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I believe I have said enough in order to show Gregorian accompanists the path
they have to follow. In the last paragraph, I will review some systems of plain-chant
accompaniment; this review, although incomplete, will not be without interest for the
readers of this dictionary.
|| [77]

VIII.
No. 1.--Accompaniment of plain-chant inserted in the middle of the harmony.
We will not dwell on this manner of harmonizing the sacred melodies, because it

seems contrary to the goal of accompaniment. Indeed, what does one intend to
accomplish when one accompanies a chant, other than supporting, strengthening and
embellishing it?
According to this undisputed principle, one imagines the system which places the
plain-chant in the bass and then transfers it to the upper part. In both cases, the sacred
chant is perceptible to the ear of the singers and the faithful who are able to follow it. But
what meaning does a chant have drowned in a chord? Where is it? Who can understand
it?
Applied to vocal counterpoint on the plain-chant, the method which places the
melody in the tenor can have its advantages; but performed on the organ, as an
instrumental accompaniment, it is less satisfactory.
Here is an example which will enable our reader to be certain of the judgment that
has just been expressed.
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The method which places the chant in the middle of the parts must not be used by
the organists who do not have solid experience; for it presents extreme difficulties of
improvisation, which are not at all rewarded by the results.
No. 2—The System of Boëly.
|| [79] Mr. Boëly, formerly organist of Saint-Gervais and of Saint-Germain Auxerrois in
Paris (this last church should have regarded it an honor to have retained such an eminent
man!),42 Mr. Boëly, we say, is a musician who cultivates his art with the conscience of a
real artist. There are few organists who could be compared to him for his knowledge and
modesty, two great qualities rarely found together in our time. When he gives the
intonation of a plain-chant on his instrument, he places the melody in the bass, like all his
other colleagues; but faithful to established traditions, he refrains from placing, above this
melody, monotonous successions of sixths which tire the most stalwart ear. Under his
fingers, the chant serves as the basis for simple but magnificent combinations of fugal

42

[This is in reference to Boëly having to resign his position at St. Germain l’Auxerrois due to his musical
style being considered too austere by the clergy. Ed.]
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counterpoint. The following example taken from the works of this learned artist will
justify our praise fully; it is the Pange lingua arranged for the great organ:
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It is pointless to say that accompaniments similar to the one that has just been
quoted are suited only for the great organ, and that one would misunderstand Mr. Boëly’s
intent if one performed his work elsewhere.
No. 3—The System of Justin Heinrich Knecht.
Knecht, a skillful German organist from the second half of eighteenth century, is
author of an Organ Method that appeared in Leipzig in 1795 and 1796, under the title:
Vollständige Orgelschule für Anfänger und Geübtere,43 and that Jean Martini,
superintendent of music for Louis XVIII, translated in the Ecole d’orgue (In folio, Paris,
by Imbault), 44 without indicating the source of his work.
One finds in this work numerous prescriptions for the accompaniment of plainchant. Without embarking here on analytical details which would lead us too far afield, it
will suffice to establish the following points:

43

44

[Justin Heinrich Knecht, Vollständige Orgelschule für Anfänger und Geübtere (Liepsig, 1795). Ed.]
[Johann Paul Aegidius Martini, Ecole d’orgue résumée d’après les ouvrages des plus célèbres organistes
de l’Allemagne (Paris: Imbault, c. 1805). Ed.]
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Knecht places the plain-chant in the right hand; placing chants in the bass, he
says, distances them too far from their harmony, does not allow as many rich harmonies,
and are neither as distinct or perceptible as when they are performed in the upper part.
After having shown that one must, for the accompaniment of ecclesiastical chant,
use some root or inverted consonant chords (which he does not always observe), he adds
that this accompaniment is open to six variations.
|| [82] The first variation consists in sounding another harmony under the same chant.
Example:
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According to Knecht, regarding the second variation allowed by the plain-chant
accompaniment, one decorates the bass and the intermediate parts with various tasteful
and elegant passages. Example:45

45

This is the vespers hymn chant for Sundays in Advent (Statuta decreto Dei, in the Parisian; Creator alme
siderum, in the Roman). Knecht did not follow either one of these chants in the example that we just cited.
[In the edition the bass line appears to be missing from line 4, measure 2. Ed.]
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One produces the third variation by adding ornamentation to the melody itself.
Example:

The fourth variation of accompaniment consists of using double counterpoint; it
is, he said, of all the learned harmonizations, the one which best suits the sacred
melodies. Example:
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In the fifth variation, one employs the chant in the manner of a canon; in the sixth,
one uses the melody for the subject of a fugue. One can see, in the work of Knecht or in
that of his translator Martini, the immense difficulties presented by these last two
variations of accompaniment.
No. 4—The System of Padre Lambillotte.
Padre Lambillotte greatly occupied himself with sacred music, and in particular,
that which is suitable for the organ. In this latter respect, he deserves our attention for a
moment. In truth, he did not conceive of anything fundamental or comprehensive in the
theory of plain-chant accompaniment; he simply copied certain older formulas which, by
themselves, could not give a practical idea of the science of accompaniment.
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These formulas are to be found in the work entitled: Musée des organistes
célèbres, 2 vol. in folio, Paris, Schonenberger (vol. II, p. 4 and following).46
After declaring that he leaves the work of transposing the Gregorian scales
according to the type of voices to organists, and observing that the simplest
harmonization is the one which best suits the ancient tonality, he presents the following
accompaniments under the melody placed in the right hand:

It has the same formulas and the same modulations as the previous one.

46

[Louis Lambillotte, Musée des Organistes Célèbres (Paris, 1842). Ed.]
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This mode is the one which lends itself the least to our modern harmony.

See the harmony of previous mode.

See the harmony of the preceding mode.
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See the harmony of the preceding mode.
In all these examples, the two tonalities are intermingled as if it were a matter of
one and the same thing.
No. 5—The System of Sebastian Stehlin.
The work of Mr. Stehlin, from which we are going to borrow a practical
example, appeared in Vienna in 1842, under the title: Tonarten des Choralgesangs, vol.
1. in-folio, of 64 pages.47 The plain-chant is placed in the right hand, as it is practiced
moreover in all of Catholic Germany, Belgium, Italy, Northern France, Lorraine and
Alsace. The harmony that he uses belongs to modern tonality. We regret that the author
has badly transcribed the different ecclesiastical melodies with which he presents the
47

[Sebastian Stehlin, Tonarten des Choralgesanges nach alten Urkunden durch beigefügte Uebersetzung
in Figuralnoten erklärt, und als eine Anleitung zum Selbst- unterrichte nebst drei vollständigen Messen aus
dem römischen Graduale zusammengestellt (Vienna, 1842). Ed.]
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accompaniment. In the examples that he gives, one indeed sees that the square notes of
plain-chant are expressed sometimes by half notes, sometimes by quarter notes,
sometimes even by eighth notes. The melodies themselves are not in keeping with the
good editions of Gregorian chant. One may judge from the following passage which is
found on page 35 of Mr. Stehlin’s book: it is the Introit of the Requiem Mass.
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No. 6—The System of Mr. Miné, in which the plain-chant is placed in the right
hand.
Mr. Miné wanted to attempt, on behalf of placing the plain-chant in the upper
part, some works similar to those that he had previously published with the sacred
melodies placed in the bass. L’Organiste accompagnateur, recueil de messes solennelles
et des principales fêtes de l’année, d’après le rite parisien48, such is the title of the work
from which I am going to borrow a quotation. One will soon see that Mr. Miné has not
48

[Jacques Claude Adolphe Miné, L’Organiste accompagnateur, recueil de messes solennnelles et des
principales fêtes de l’année, d’après le rite parisien (Paris, n.d.). Ed.]
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been sufficiently imbued with the harmony that truly suits the sacred chant. His
accompaniments are filled with successions of octaves in similar motion, of false
relationships and chords, badly strung together or ill-chosen.

No. 7—The examination of a system in which there is no requirement for the
organ accompanist to have any notion of music.
There exists a supremely ridiculous work on the manner of accompanying plainchant placed in the bass, without it being necessary to know a single note of music to
implement it. Since several persons have been deceived by the title of this pitiful
production, we consider it our duty to forewarn our readers about a work which is the
fruit of the most astonishing charlatanism that one has ever seen.
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The work in question is entitled: Manuel simplifié de l’organise, or Nouvelle
méthode pour executer sur l’orgue tous les offices de l’année selon les rituals parisien et
romain, sans qu’il soit nécessaire de connaître la musique, by Miné, organist of SaintRoch; Paris, encyclopedic bookstore of Roret, price: 3 fr. 50 c.49
This Manuel contains an introduction of 6 pages. The remainder of the volume is
dedicated to the application of Mr. Miné’s NEW system. At the end there is a
supplement which contains the Leçons d’orgue de Kegel, engraved in minute notation.
Before beginning the explanation of his system, the author says: "I hope I have
found a problem that no one has tried to solve: the art of playing the organ in a reliable
manner without being a musician (page. 5)."
"The invaluable advantage, he adds, of being able to play on the organ the music
of the church, without it being necessary to know the principles of the art, is the result of
a very simple process which consists of:
1. Familiarization with the keyboard;
2. Teaching the reading and application of music on the keyboard by the means
of two types of signs, numbers and letters (Ibid.).”
First of all Mr. Miné assumes a keyboard of four and half octaves, divided in two
distinct parts. The first, which begins with the lowest key and ends with the fifteenth, is
assigned to the left hand. Each of the white keys of this part of the keyboard bear a
number in order from 1 to 15; the black keys bear the same number of the previous white
key; except that they are crossed out in order to distinguish them. --The second part of the
49

[Jacques Claude Adolphe Miné, Manuel simplifié de l’organiste, ou, Nouvelle méthode pour exécute
sur l’orgue tous les offices de l’année selon les rituels parisien et romain, sans qu’il soit nécessaire de
connaître la musique,including Leçons d’orgue by Karl Christian Kegel (Paris: Librairie encyclopédique
de Roret, n.d.). Ed.]
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keyboard, which is assigned exclusively to the right hand, extends from the letter A until
the letter Q: plain, if it designates a white key; crossed if it indicates a black key.
These numbers or letters are put on every key, either with label cards, or by
writing; (China ink for the white keys; white gummed ink for the black keys).
(See opposite, example no. 1)50

Example No. 1.
Of course, these numbers and letters require a corresponding notation; there,
indeed, is the MARVELOUS secret of Mr. Miné . The left hand plays the chant with the
notes represented by the numbers; the right hand produces an accompaniment comprised
of two notes, indicated by two letters. If, in the right hand, a note repeats two or several
times in succession, one merely designates it the first time: a simple horizontal bar
continues the designated note.
Now we will give an example of the application of this peculiar system; it will
suffice to demonstrate the obvious: that it is a hundred times more difficult to use Mr.
Miné’s process than the ordinary system.
(See opposite example no. 2.)

50

[ In Le Dictionnaire examples 1 and 2 are placed on the right side of the page (see appendix, page…).
Ed.]
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Example No. 2.

[END OF TRANSLATION]
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CONCLUSION

At the time that Nisard wrote his article, chant research was still in a primitive
state. His opening remarks show limited historical knowledge, and involve
misinformation and false assumptions. It therefore seemed appropriate to begin this
translation at the point Nisard begins writing on the practical matters concerning chant
accompaniment. He makes his position clear at the bottom of p. 41 that the prevailing
musical taste requires that the practical performance of Gregorian chant should be
accompanied by the organ. The current manner of accompanying chant, according to
Nisard, is offensive because it is clumsy and inappropriate. A thorough reform in the
method of accompanying chant must take place if it is to be successfully restored to its
rightful place of honor in the liturgy. Accompanying it with “modern” (i.e. romantic)
harmonies distorts its innate character as does the use of heavy, clumsy chords (p. 42).
Nisard then offers a variety of historical and contemporary examples to enable
organists to develop chant accompaniment skills. He bases his concept of what is
appropriate on principles of counterpoint derived from musical compositions and treatises
by Renaissance composers, from Tinctoris to Palestrina, including various conservative
later authors as well. He begins by explaining the eight Gregorian modes (four authentic
and four plagal), their finals and dominants, and asserts that transposing these modes is
an important skill organists need to develop in order to accommodate the vocal
shortcomings of singers they accompany (this skill must be developed by lengthy,
assiduous practice).
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In nineteenth-century France, chant was performed in a variety of tempos, and on
p. 47 Nisard stresses the importance of accommodating different tempos with appropriate
styles of accompaniment. Nisard then proceeds with a lengthy explanation of principles
of two-part counterpoint, concentrating on proper voice leading and supported by many
musical examples. He cites as his authority the seventeenth-century author Antoine de
Cousu (ca. 1650). He treats 1:1 counterpoint at length, giving examples for avoiding
improper chromaticisms. He supplements Cousu’s observations indiscriminately with
citations from such diverse sources as Tinctoris (1477), Angelo Berardi (1593), Etienne
Vanneo (1553), Fr. Anthony Parran (1639/46), Gioseffo Zarlino (1558), and Gaffurius
(1496). Nisard continues to discuss three-part counterpoint (p. 69), and then four-part
counterpoint (p. 70), citing examples from Palestrina.
Returning to his earlier statement that chant is performed at a variety of tempos
(p. 75), Nisard provides examples of harmonizations that accommodate this variety and
with the chant set in various voices. He cites examples by Joseph Boulenger, François
Couperin (first Kyrie of the Mass of the Parishes (1690), not identified, on p. 77),
Alexandre Pierre Boëly, (1785-1858), Justin Heinrich Knecht (1795-96), Padre Louis
Lambillotte (1796- 1885), and Sebastian Stehlin (1842).
In mid-nineteenth century France, it was normal for chant to be accompanied,
often quite elaborately, with the better organists being highly skilled in this art. Nisard’s
treatise provides a stimulating insight into what was considered good taste in chant
accompaniment at that time. The pinnacle of this art is reflected in his work and he
provides convincing evidence that, in mid-nineteenth century France, singing Gregorian
chant to an organ accompaniment was already a centuries-old tradition and a natural
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outgrowth of the gradually evolving domination of polyphony. However, with the
increasing influence of the monks of Solesmes Abbey that questioned the entire practice
of chant accompaniment, this tradition was eventually challenged by a reversion to pure
monophony.
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APPENDIX
FACSIMILE OF NISARD’S ACCOMPAGNEMENT DU PLAIN-CHANT
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